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BROUGHER CEMETERY     [UT02]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings. It does not exist in the W.P.A. and
Della Reagan Fischer lists.

CASSELMAN HARROW HILL CEMETERY     [UT03]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings. It does not exist in the W.P.A. and
Della Reagan Fischer lists.

DeWALT SCHNEIDER CEMETERY     [UT04]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings. It does not exist in the W.P.A. and
Della Reagan Fischer lists.

















HARRAH FARM CEMETERY     [UT08]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings. It does not exist in the
W.P.A. and Della Reagan Fischer lists.



























































I.O.O.F. Cemetery, Kingwood, Upper Turkeyfoot Twp.   [UT10]

NOTES: There are two readings of this cemetery in the W.P.A. Readings archived in the
Biesecker Public Library, Somerset, PA.  The original one was done abut 1934, and the second
one was done in the summer of 1981 by Dixie Hyatt.

In attempting comparisons between the two, only a few of the 1934 readings are found in the
1981 reading. Therefore, in this compilation, the pages of the 1981 readings will be numbered
consecutively with those of the 1934 readings, and entries from both readings will be entered
into the database. Therefore there will be a few duplicate names.

The 1934 readings appear to be in almost chronological order. So it is possible that they were
transcribed from a register of burials, rather than from a reading of the tombstones.

Ora L. Flaningam
March, 2006



























































KINGWOOD LUTHERAN CHURCH CEMETERY    [UT11]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings. It does not exist in the
W.P.A. and Della Reagan Fischer lists.



















































SCHROCK (Cregar) FARM CEMETERY     [UT16]

This cemetery name is given in the Internet on-line cemetery listings, but with no data. It is an
AKA name for [UT12] Kregar (Barney) farm cemetery.
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